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ABSTRACT 
The correlation of certain parameters of Barkhausen noise to 
the grain size of thick steel sheets w^s Investigated. Included was 
a pulse amplitude analysis, a frequency analysis, and an RMS noise 
analysis. Within the limitations of the experiment, these results 
conformed with the accepted theory of generation of Barkhausen noise. 
The data obtained showed a deviation from previously reported tests 
1n the area under study. 
A correlation was found to exist between the grain sizes below 
35 micrometers 1n diameter and the recorded pulse amplitude distri- 
bution of the noise. Therefore the results suggest that the average 
pulse amplitude can be a measure of grain size. These results are 
supported by similar correlations 1n the frequency spectrum and the 
RMS value of the noise. 
Above 35 micrometers, the grains appeared to experience a 
transient state. Here, as the sample was being cycled through Its 
magnetic hysteresis loop, the grain-sized domains divided Into several 
smaller domains. The process generated a noise which was not as 
strongly correlated to the grain size. 
The proposal 1s made that a difference 1n the value of the 
average number of elementary pulses for Barkhausen noise 1s responsi- 
ble for deviations between the results of this study and those of 
earlier reports by other authors. Supportive arguments for the pro- 
posal are discussed. 
Based on the experimental evidence, the conclusion Indicates 
(1) that magnetic determination of grain sizes 1n steel samples of 
17 millimeters thickness 1s possible 1f the grains are under 35 
micrometers 1n diameter and (2) that magnetic determination may be 
possible for larger grain sizes, pending further study. 
The results of this work seem to indicate that more research 
1s needed 1n determining the relation between Barkhausen noise and 
the grain size of thick steel sheets. In further studies, 1t would 
seem likely to Include a greater variety of samples. There 1s also 
some Indication from this study that the measuring procedure could 
be further simplified. 
vi 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon known as Barkhausen noise was first reported by 
H. Barkhausen 1n Phys1kal1sche Ze1tschr1ft 1n 19191. Barkhausen had 
amplified the Induced voltage 1n a secondary coll of a transformer as 
a slowly varying signal was applied to the primary coll, and noted the 
presence of a noise. He could relate this noise to specific areas of 
the magnetic hysteresis curve for the transformer core material used. 
Currently, the theory surrounding Barkhausen noise and the reasons for 
Its existence 1n ferromagnetic materials, referred to as the Barkhausen 
effect, 1s relatively well understood for single crystal materials and 
1s well characterized for some multlcrystalline materials such as 
nickel and Iron alloys of specific dimensions. 
Basically, the Barkhausen effect is produced when the direction 
of magnetization 1n a ferromagnetic material, due to an externally 
applied field, 1s caused to change. This changing field direction 
triggers discontinuous alterations 1n the magnetic structure of the 
material which 1n turn is the source of discontinuous magnetic flux 
changes. It 1s these flux changes that Induce a current 1n a sensing 
coll which can be amplified and studied. 
*H. Barkhausen, "Two Phenomena Uncovered with the Help of 
New Amplifiers", Phys1kal1sche Zeltschrlft, 20, 1919, pp. 401-403. 
The Barkhausen effect had been predicted as early as 1902 by 
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P. Weiss when he suggested that the magnetization process was due to 
a molecular magnetic field which was present even 1n the absence of 
an externally applied field. Since there was no net magnetization 1n 
the zero applied field condition, Weiss was lead to postulate the 
presence of magnetic domains each of which possesses a net magnetiza- 
tion, but that the total effect of the domains averaged to zero. 
Barkhausen's work supplied some experimental evidence for Weiss' 
hypothesis. 
3 
In 1926 Honda and Kaya studied the shape of magnetization curves 
for single crystals of Iron. They found them to be related to the 
crystallograph1c orientation of the applied field with certain 
crystal lattice directions, termed easy directions, 1n which a greater 
ease of magnetization and a lower value of saturation magnetization 1s 
exhibited. This Indicated a contribution to the total Internal energy 
of the crystal related to the direction of magnetization which 1s 
referred to as the magnetic anlsotropy energy. 
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Bloch showed theoretically that the separation between domains 
2P. Weiss, "Hypothesis of the Molecular Field and Ferro- 
magnetic Properties", Jour. Physics, Vol. 6, No. 4, 1907, pp. 661-690. 
3K. Honda and S. Kaya, "On the Magnetization of Single 
Crystals of Iron", Sc1_. Rept. Tohoku Imp. Univ., 15, 1926, pp. 721-753. 
4F. Bloch, "Theory of the Exchange Problem and Residual 
Ferromagnetlsm", I.  Physlk. 74, 1932, pp. 295-335. 
or Bloch walls are of finite thickness wherein the direction of 
molecular magnetization changes gradually from one domain to another. 
Landau and L1ph1tz     provided another major contribution by 
presenting a theoretical  treatment of domain structure 1n ferromag- 
netic materials which Included the effects of magnetostatlc energy. 
It 1s not too difficult to see that the most stable magnetic 
micro structure will be one which minimizes the sum of all  these 
various magnetically dependent energies of the crystal.    The total 
energy In turn 1s related to the size of the crystal, which 1n 
polycrystalUne materials 1s to say the size of grains.    Hence,  1t 
might be suspected that the characteristics of Barkhausen noise may be 
related to the average grain size of the material under study. 
Conversely, given the magnetic characteristics of the material, 1t 
may be possible to obtain the average grain size. 
Supposing then that magnetic grain size determination is feasible 
for the type of material  under study,  1t would be possible to obtain 
the grain size 1n a non-destructive manner within seconds as opposed 
to the current method of optical microscopy requiring the cutting, 
polishing and counting of grain boundaries per unit of length.    A 
measuring procedure of such rapidity might permit real  time production 
line control of grain size. 
I. Landau and E. L1ph1tz, "Theory of Dispersion of Magnetic 
Permeability 1n Ferromagnetic Bodies", Physlk Z. Sowjetunlon, 8, 1935, 
pp. 153-169. 
To date, the majority of research related to Barkhausen noise 
characteristics has centered on single crystal measurements Involving 
thin wires or thin film and thin sheet steel. Notably, a measuring 
system based on the Barkhausen effect has been successfully developed 
by S. Saynajakangas for thin steel sheet metal and 1s currently 1n 
the process of being marketed. 
It 1s the purpose of this paper to discuss the results of 
research into the applicability of a Barkhausen noise based measure- 
ment system to thick steel samples. This research was performed by 
Prof. N. Eberhardt and this author In conjunction with a grant 
furnished by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. 
II.  BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A. Metallurgical Structure of Steels 
Technical steels when examined microscopically do not reveal the 
uniform, single crystal lattice structure considered 1n most investi- 
gations Into Barkhausen noise. Instead, like most technical metals, 
steel 1s polycrystall1ne. Each crystal forms what Is referred to as 
a grain and 1s separated from other grains by grain boundaries. The 
grains are formed upon cooling liquid steel to form a solid metal. In 
Figure 1. Example of grain structure 1n steel 
changing Its physical  state, called a phase, the steel will undergo 
several  changes 1n composition. The first of which 1s from the liquid 
phase to the solid phase known as austenlte which may occur anywhere 
from about 2700°F to 2300°F, depending on the amount of carbon and 
alloy materials present along with the Iron.    Usually,  1t 1s this 
austenlte grain structure formed as the solid austenlte precipitated 
from the melt that 1s preserved 1n the final material which contains 
mostly the ferrlte phase.    However,  1t 1s possible to Influence the 
size of the grains by controlling the rate of cooling of the steel, 
or the grain size may still  be altered after solidification by working 
the steel.    The grain size of steel   1s strongly linked to the 
properties of the final product, such as Its hardness, strength, 
fracture characteristics and elasticity. 
Internal  to the grain,  the lattice structure of the crystal  is 
highly regular and mostly that of iron, forming generally over 95 per 
cent of the composition of steel.    Thus the lattice structure 1s 
body-centered-cublc (bcc). ' 
(001) (101) 
(Oil) 
Figure 2. Body-centered-cublc structure showing placement of 
Individual atoms and the crystal directions.    (000) 
1s the origin of the assigned coordinate system. 
Although highly regular, the crystal lattice 1s not absolutely 
so, containing Imperfections 1n the form of Inclusions, dislocations 
and cavities. Each of these defects can act as a source of Bark- 
hausen noise. Generally, there 1s a random orientation of grain 
crystal lattices 1n the bulk steel. The grain size 1s a function of 
the steel making and steel treating process. 
B. Magnetic Structure of Ferromagnetic Materials 
The magnetic structure of steels 1s much more complex than orig- 
inally conjectured by P. Langevla who proposed that para- and d1a- 
magnetlsm was due to atomic d1poles with magnetization vestors which 
could rotate freely but whose magnetic fields did not Interact. It 
was not until the Weiss theory of magnetism was developed that the 
beginnings of domain theory for ferromagnetic materials was estab- 
lished. Starting with an expression for the molecular magnetic field, 
an externally applied field and the expression for the potential energy 
of an individual atom, Weiss was able to derive the average magne- 
tization intensity of a large Interacting dlpole array as 
I - N-M-L ( M ^-FT^ ) (1) 
where H is the applied field, M the atomic magnetic moment, T the 
temperature 1n degrees Kelvin, k the Boltzmann constant, N and w con- 
stants with w proportional to I and L Indicating the Langevln function 
of the bracketted quantity. Equation (1) has a formidable analytic 
solution in I and the classical approach 1s a graphical solution. 
This is done by using (1) to set up the two simultaneous equations 
I - N-M-L (a) (2) 
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In Figure 3 curves 1 and 2 represent equations (2) and (3) respect- 
ively. As can be seen there exists two solutions to (1). The solu- 
tion at the origin corresponds to a completely random orientation of 
molecular moments. However 1f at any location two moments should 
align creating a net local field, further alignment of surrounding 
moments will result and motion along curve 2 occurs until the stable 
f(a) 
1 
Figure 3. Plots of Equations (2) and (3) as a function of a. 
magnetization Intensity at point S 1s reached. Weiss' theory was 
capable of predicting other factors such as the Curie temperature at 
which 1*0 and the molecular field factor w as well as the absolute 
saturation magnetization, but of major Importance here 1s that a spon- 
taneous magnetization was predicted at any temperature below the 
Curie temperature. 
Since such a net magnetization was not observed, Weiss hypothe- 
sized that magnetic materials were actually composed of many regions 
which he termed domains wherein the material was 1n saturation, but that 
these regions were organized with respect to one another so as to pro- 
duce an average magnetization of zero 1n the absence of an external 
field. Today, we not only know that Weiss' proposal was basically 
sound but also why such domains occur. 
Through the study of thin films and polished surfaces, actual 
domain structures have been examined, and 1t has been found that these 
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structures act to reduce the total amount of magnetic energy stored 1n 
the material. For example, consider Figure 4 (a) 1n which a single 
crystal 1s depicted with all Its elementary atomic moments aligned 1n 
the same direction. Such a structure win produce a large demagnetl- 
zatlng field and hence a large amount of magnetostatlc energy will be 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4. Examples of possible atomic moment alignment. 
stored. With constantly rotating magnetic moments as 1n Figure 4 
(b), there 1s no magnetostatlc energy; however, there 1s a large 
amount of exchange energy due to the angle between neighboring elec- 
tron spins which are the origins of the atomic magnetic moments. 
Figure 4 (c) represents a compromise between (a) and (b) showing four 
domains where the exchange energy, now termed the domain wall energy, 
Increases with the number of domains and 1s balanced against the mag- 
netostatlc energy which decreases with the number of domains. 
One of the better formulations of magnetic energy for a single 
crystal 1s given by Seppo T11tto who expressed the total Internal 
energy density E, as: 
ET " EH + EK + ET + Ex + Ew + E0- (4> 
6S. T11tto, "On the Influence of Microstructure on Magnet- 
ization Transitions 1n Steel", Acta Polytechnlca Schand1nav1ca, Ph 119, 
1977, p. 7. 
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£. represents the energy of spontaneously magnetized domains with 
magnetization Intensity I, 1n an applied field H yielding: 
EH " " Ha ' *s (5) 
The magnetocrystall1ne anlsotropy energy E. can be given by: 
Efc. Kj ( *\*\  +*22«l  ^§a{ )  * K2 («}■§»§) ....        (6) 
where K. and K~  are the anlsotropy constanstants for a ferrlte and o^ 
1s the direction cosine for a cubic crystal. Ey 1s the total 
magnetoclastlc energy not Including strain contribution while L does 
account for the strain related energy contributions. Both previous 
terms are significant when considering domain wall movements. The 
domain wall energy, E , 1s due to the lack of spin alignments through- 
out the wall as I changes direction from one domain to the next. L 
can be further divided with the following result, 
^w 
a
 
Eex + Ea <7> 
where,       . <.2 _2 
Eex' -brir ' <8> 
1s the exchange energy per unit area of transition layers for a 180° 
Bloch wall with J being the exchange Integral, S the spin quantum 
number, N the number of layers of atoms 1n the wall and a the lattice 
constant. 
Ea - K-N-A (9) a 
1s the anlsotropy energy with K  being the anlsotropy constant. 
The reader should note the role of N 1n each of the wall energies, 
To minimize E , N will have an optimum value, hence the domain walls 
will have a finite thickness. Finally, ED> or the magnetostatlc 
energy per area of grain surface, 1s 
^ -   ND( AlJ )/2u0 (10) 
where u0  1s the permeability of fret space, NQ the demagnetizing 
coefficient and Aln , the difference 1n the normal component of mag- 
netization across a grain boundary. 
Theoretically, equation (1) could be solved for the polycrystal- 
Une case of a steel  sample of any given dimensional configuration, 
but the complexity of such an analysis results 1n an untenable solu- 
tion.    It Is for this reason that much of the analysis surrounding 
Barkhausen noise seeks to characterize the noise by means of experi- 
mental observation. 
C.    Effects of a Magnetic Field 
As noted earlier 1n the discussion following equation (1), cer- 
tain of the energies, 1n particular E., are dependent upon the orien- 
tation of the applied field with respect to the crystal's cubic axes. 
This dependence 1s the reason why 1n ferromagnetic materials certain 
directions exhibit a lower magnetization Intensity than others.    In 
Iron,  these easy directions He along the (100),  (101), (001) crystal 
axes.    An applied field or the effects of the other energy components 
such as  the stress energies can cause rotation of I    from one easy 
direction to another, but unless the specimen 1s 1n the saturation 
state I    will not take on directions other than the easy ones.    Since 
grains  1n a steel  represent independent crystal  structures, a random 
distribution of easy directions with respect to the sample's major 
axes can be expected.    For samples with grain elongations, due to 
cold working the steel, one easy direction,that paralleled to the 
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grain elongation, will be preferred 1n domain formation over the re- 
maining two.  A preferred domain formation direction as described will 
give the Barkhausen noise a sensor orientation dependence though at 
present the effect is of a secondary nature to this Investigation and 
1s not readily applied. To fulfill the minimum energy requirements, 
the magnetization intensity vectors of the domains 1n iron will assume 
directions 180° opposed to each other with 90° domains providing 
closure as shown 1n Figure 5. 
Figure 5.  Illustration of 180° and 90° domain structure. 
In the presence of an applied field, the boundaries of those 
domains whose direction of magnetization is closest to that of the 
field will move so as to increase their volume.  In this way, EH 1s 
minimized although other energy terms do grow. The simplest case to 
treat 1s wall movement in direction of the applied field (i.e. normal 
to the plane of the wall) for which a standard equation of motion can 
be used: 
F  =■  Mn =  - 5E_ 5n - in ! \\) 
n i ' 
in which M  is  the effective mass of  the domain wall,  n  is  the nomal 
vector,   3 is  a damping coefficient so that   -en represents  the dissipa- 
tive  force due  to  the flow of eddy currents around  the wall.    The 
solution  to equation  (11)   for  the velocity of  the wall,  v,  can  be 
expressed  in terms of the applied field  and the critical   field  for 
11 
displacement H   , as 
v  ■ A  (H    - H  ) (12) 
a 0 
Equation  (12) was arrived at empirically by Slxtus  and Tonks'   after 
performing measurements on several   specimens of N1   -  F   .    The con- 
stant A 1s a  proportionality factor 1n  the range of 5-10 to  10 
m2/A-sec.8 
When observing polycrystall1ne  ferromagnetic materials,  the 
domain volume changes  produced by elementary..wall  movements can be 
considered  Instantaneous,  and  the observed effect  1s  essentially the 
superposition of a  large number of transitions occurring  simultan- 
eously.    Physical  reasons for the clustering effect referred  to again 
relate to equation  (1).    The stress energy for example,   is much more 
significant about local  obstructions  to wall  movement as  in  the case 
of inclusions  in the crystal   lattice.    When the field related energy 
term E.  has   increased enough  to cause  the wall   to break free of  the 
a 
obstruction 1t does so, and in the process affects neighboring domains 
causing alterations in the position of their corresponding walls. 
Before examining the characteristics of Barkhausen noise, there 
is one final process to be reviewed, that is the reaction of -nagnetlc 
domains in a polycrystal1ine material to an applied field.  Starting 
in the zero applied field state at point A in Figure 6, it is to be 
'K. Sixtus and L. Tonks, 'Propagation of Large Barkhausen 
Discontinuities", Physical Review, Vol. 37, April 15, 1931, p. 939. 
^Saynajakangas, S. "A Nondestructive Electromagnetic Method 
for Structural Studies of Ferrous Alloys", Acta Polytechnlca Scan- 
dinavia E! 33, '73, p. 14. 
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expected that the orientation of the domain magnetization Intensities 
would be randomly distributed over the entire sample volume for a 
material with anlsotropk crystal properties such as steel. 
The shaded regions of the circles 1n Figure 6 will be used to 
depict the general orientation of magnetization Intensities. As the 
externally applied field 1s Increased, the domains directed along the 
easy direction most closely matching field direction will grow as 
described earlier until point B 1s reached. At 3, all the domains are 
aligned with most favorable crystal axis.  The maximum angle the 
o 9 domain magnetizations will form with the applied field will be 55 . 
'.f  the field is further increased, the magnetization vectors will be 
forced to rotate away from the easy directions to align with the 
external field as indicated at point C. Of special note at C is that 
r ^ 
Figure 6.  Illustration of Domain Orientation in relation 
to the Hysterisis Curve. 
9Ch1kazun, S., Physics of Magnetism, John Wiley J Sons, 
New York, 1964, pp. 248-25L 
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the magnetic energy 1s at a maximum being on the order of 10 to 10 
J/ depending on the magnitude of the applied field.   'he transition 
from B to C 1s relatively abrupt , with the coupling between domains 
being very strong 1n the highly uniform arrangement.  This fact can be 
observed in two ways. One is by noting the sudden change 1n the 
permeability of the sample as seen by the shape of the magnetization 
curve. The other 1s by direct observation of the generated noise 
which has not been reported previously to the knowledge of this 
author and which was suggested by Prof. N. Eberhardt as a means of 
differentiating between samples of different grain size. This charac- 
teristic will be discussed further later in this paper. Upon cycling 
the sample through the hysteresis loop, the domains first make the 
sudden change to their preferred easy directions as the sample leaves 
saturation, point D. As the applied "field is further reduced, domain 
reversal takes place with clusters of domains reversing their direc- 
tion at the same time until the sample is again approaching saturation 
at which point the foregoing process is repeated. 
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF 3ARKHAUSEN NOISE 
Although the mechanisms behind the generation of Barkhausen noise 
are well understood in the qualitative sense, actual computation of 
some of the quantities that can be associated with this noise, such 
as the distribution of the pulse amplitudes or the power spectrum of 
10Tiitto, S., oo. c_U. , p. 3. 
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the noise cannot be done  starting  from  the physical   processes.     Thus 
to date, a great majority of the research  into 3arkhausen noise has 
been experimental   1n nature from which certain empirical  results  have 
been obtained.     Several   of  these experiments  have  shown a  relation- 
ship between  the grain size of  the test specimen and  the noise charac- 
teristics.     Such results  are understandable by recalling  that  the 
domain walls move  from one obstruction  to  the next and  by recognizing 
that grain boundaries represent a   large number of major obstructions 
to wal1  movement. 
A.    Pulse Height Distribution 
Recently,  Seppo Saynajakangas      completed a major  study of  sev- 
eral   of  the characteristics of Barkhausen noise  specifically  to deter- 
mine  its  relationship  to grain  size.     His  studies were performed  on 
fine grain  steels  having grain  sizes  from 36 urn  to 7.8 um and a  carbon 
content from 0.07*  to 0.155 respectively.    The sample  sizes were 
20x200x400 mm.   though due  to  the construction of  his  sensor,   the 
effective depth of  the measurements was only 3 mm.   below  the sample 
surface.     Saynajakangas made no reference  to how  the  skin effect  had 
modified  his  received  signal.    As  to whether  this  is an oversight or a 
deliberate omission  is  not  <nown. 
The method employed  by Saynajakangas   in  lis  experiment consisted 
of creating a magnetic  field   inside  the sample parallel   to  the surface 
^Saynajakangas,  Seppo,   "A Non-destrjctive Electronic Method 
for Structural  Studies  of Ferros Alloys."    Acta Polvtechla,  Scandin- 
avica,   E  133,   1973. 
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by means  of a  co-ax1al   electromagnet.     3y varying  the  field   1n  a 
linear  fashion,  he was  able  to detect  the generated  io1se by means  of 
three cup core  sensors  arranged  Inside  the pole pieces  so as  to  re- 
duce any anlsotropy and  transformer effects   (see  figure  7). 
o-ax1al 
Magnet 
Figure 7.  Transducer Arrangement used by S. Saynajakangas. 
After amplification, the received sensor signal was channeled to 
a pulse height analyzer which controlled an X-Y plotter, thus plotting 
the amplitude distribution of received pulses. The pulse height 
analyzer was also fed a control signal allowing selection of the por- 
tion of the hysteresis curve on which the noise data was being col- 
lected.  Typical results yielded by this arrangement are reproduced 
below in Figure 8. 
600 
/" 
Distribution 
Profile ///~A^ —. 
If v '   
Amplitude  (-v   ^ 
Figure 8.     Amplitude distribution of magnetization  discontinuities 12 
12IBID,  p.  46. 16 
Saynajatcangas was  able  to match  this distribution  to  the Welbull 
sum d1strlbutlon, 
P(U)   -   1  -  e (13) 
where U 1s the received voltage and U and n are dependent on the 
o 
material  characteristics.    To determine  the parameters  U    and n, 
equation  (13)  can be  transformed  into  the  linear  relation 
log  In,      1 ■   »  nlog U  -  nlog U (14) 
4   -  P(u)' 
The line described by equation (14) -nay be found by numerical 
integration techniques of an amplitude probability density function. 
For the curves of Figure 8, equations (13) and (14) gave the dlstrl- 
13 bution function for the amplitudes as 
,'U In 
U 'm-1  U . 
P(U)  * n|UQ/  e ' °' (15) 
with an average value of 
U    => U    r   /2n+r, (16) a
    °   .~TT: 
After  performing  the  integration  for  the curves of Figure 8 
in order to determine P(U)   vs.  U,  'J    and  n were  *ound  by application 
of equation  (14).    Saynajakangas concluded  that  the results of these 
computations  supported  the distribution P(U)  allowing calculation  of 
U  .    U   ,  being  the average of  the numerical   integration of pulse a        a 
amplitude distributions,  could  feasibly be obtained  in  an on-line 
manner.and  since II    and n are closely related  to  the material   charac- 
' o J 
13loc.  cit. 
teristlcs (i.e. the grain size), U could then ce used for magnetic 
a 
measurement of average grain size. 
volts 
: .6 
3 .a 
,U0 9C jrair. sire •.id-rrr.erer^ 
Figure 9. Amplitude distribution parameter U vs 
<  1* a 
average gram size. 
The conclusions drawn by Saynajakangas were: 
1. There is a strong correlation between grain size and 
the amplitude distribution of 3arkhausen noise. 
2. The correlation is strongest for small grained mater- 
ials and weakest for large grained materials follow- 
ing a roughly exponential relationship. 
3. Distribution p(U) is applicable to Barkhausen noise 
and hence the average grain size can be measured 
magnetically. 
Saynajakangas went further in his experiments to look at the 
power spectrjm of Barkhausen noise which will be covered later along 
with a discussion of some of the effects of the magnetizing process 
upon the data. 
i4Ibid, p. 47. 
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An examination of variation 1n the amplitude distribution curves 
with respect to which portion of the hysteresis curve the data was 
being accumulated from showed that the most effective region 1s where 
the differential permeability 1s roughly constant, or 1n other words, 
1n the region between the remanent magnetization point and the point 
where the sample again enters saturation. The degree of magnetization 
also played a large role with the best results being obtained when the 
sample was magnetized so as to produce saturation on either end of 
the hysteresis curve.  In both cases not only was the peak amoHtude 
of the curves affected but also the shape. However, temperature, 
transducer positioning and the size of the gap between the transducer 
and the sample (Saynajakangas considered a gap of up to 300 urn) had 
only small effects on the distribution curves.   There remains some 
question as to what Saynajakangas was measuring with his system. 
Pulse height analyzers are designed to function with discrete pulses 
as inputs.  In addition, the pulses have to be sufficiently separated 
in time so as not to interfere with each other. 3arkhausen noise 
does not appear as sharp discrete pulses but as a random signal com- 
posed of many overlapping pulses.  Saynajakangas did not explain now 
such a waveform was processed by his unit. 
B. Power Spectrum of Barkhausen Noise 
One of the earliest characteristics of Barkhausen noise to 
attract attention was the power spectrum.  It has not only undergone 
15Ibid. , p. 44. 
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significant experimental examination but also several theoretical 
treatments. 
The original work on the theory of the power spectrum of 
Barkhausen noise started by considering the application of a slowly 
varying magnetic field to a sample.  If one domain reverses, the 
energies of all the other domains change in some way. Statistically 
the individual magnitudes of these energies are approximately of the 
same order as before. Suppose the (i-l)th reversal has just finished 
and the (i)th is to reverse next. From the instant the (1-l)th 
domain reversed, t=0, the external field increases in strength slowly 
1n proportion to time t. Thus the domain energies increase in pro- 
portion to time and the energy for the (i)th domain E, can be 
expressed as 
E1 - <E1>o * B1x (17) 
where B. presents the effects of the external field and x is the 
time interval. When E, reaches a certain value, the domain reverses 
suddenly to assume a lower energy orientation. Thus, the probability 
of reversal in the (i)th domain is dependent on the increasing energy 
term x which in turn depends on the time the (i-l)th reversal occurred. 
Such reasoning led H. Sawada  to develop an expression for the t*irae 
16H. Sawada, "Statistical Study of the Barkhausen Effect 
Part III, Distribution of Time Interval," Journal of the Physical 
Society of Japan, Vol. 7, No. 6, Nov.-Dec., 1952, p. 577. 
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Interval distribution between reversals having the form of  a Poisson 
distribution , 
AH2 fix)  - =5- x exp(-2Nx/T) (18) 
with N being  the number of pulses observed and T  the  total   time of 
observation.     Equation  (18)  provided a  function closely matching 
Sawada's experimentally measured curves  for single domain  transitions 
In  thin 31 sllicone steel  wire 2 mm    1n diameter. 
Although not applicable  to  the work at hand,  Sawada's distribu- 
tion provided  the starting point for  the theory of P.  Mazzettl      and 
18 G.  Montalenti.        Mazzettl   first developed an expression for  the power 
spectrum of a  train of pulses of arbitrary amplitude,  a, and  having a 
time  interval  distribution given by P(x).    The resulting expression 
19 for the spectrum  Is 
*(<*>)   =■  n*   a-'   |S(u)|*  -2a*;S(u),'  Re i       ; o r . • .     . 
•   1-  /~P(x)exp(i-ix}   dx" 
o 
S(w) is the Fourier transform of one pulse and n is the mean number of 
17p. Mazzetti, "Correlation Function and Power Spectrum of a 
Train of Nonindependent Overlapping Pulses Having Random Shape and 
Amplitude," Nuovo Amento, Vol. 31, No. l, 1964, pp. 88-97. 
18p. Mazzetti and G. Montalenti, "The Theory of the Power 
Spectrum of Barkhausen Noise," Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Magnetism, Nottingham, The Institute of Physics, 
London, 1964T pp. 701-706. 
l^Mazzetti, op. cj_t. , p. 95. 
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pulses per unit time while w 1s the frequency 1n radians. 3e Indicates 
the real part of the expression 1n round brackets. 
If the additional restriction of a correlation between the 
amplitude of a pulse and the preceding time to another pulse 1s made. 
then20 
 , ,   '' r  a"(x)P(x)exp(Ux) dx 
• («) ■ n{ a: | SC'-i) I 2 *2a ;S(ui) * Re| -^   .'  (Z0> 
1
 l-< P(x)exp(i-iX)  dx 
* o 
with 7 being 
a ■  !  a (x) P (x) dx (21) 
• 0 
and 
_2      r— 
a  ■  ■ a2(x) P (x) dx (22) 
;
 0 
The last expression for i allows easy calculation of the power 
spectrum of a train of pulses correlated In time 1n a way that each 
pulse 1s affected by the preceding one but not by the pulses preceding 
that one. 
Working together, Mazzetti and Montalentl were able to take 
equation (20) and include the effects of clustering on the spectrum. 
To do this, they represented the clustering effect by adding a term to 
P(x) so as to decrease the time between pulses. That is, 1f T    1s the 
duration of one pulse interval, the coupling effect between domains 
strongly increases the probability of the next pulse falling within the 
ZOlbid., p. 96. 
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Interval T'<T   .     P(x) can be rewritten 1n this case as 
P(x)  " p'(x)  * p"(x). (23) 
it i 
where P  (x)   Is the Polsson equation.    P  (x) can also be assumed to 
have an exponential   form without  loss of generality so that P(x) 
1s now 
P(x)   -    K exp(-b x)   •   K exp(-b  x)   . (24) 
21 Then there can be made the following definitions: 
o =  f /"P'(x) d* 1 ' ~ p"(x) d« )"* v
  o o ' 
which represents the average number of pulses per group. 
(25) 
To  *   { ro  xP'(x)   dx ){  )~ P'(x)   da )■'• (26) 
which represents  the mean values of the time Interval  between 
subsequent pulses of each group. 
n -  ( fxP(x)  da P (27) 
O 
which is the average number of pulses per unit time. 
The constants K., K_, b,, b~ can be expressed in terms of T     , 
1    C. 1    C 0 
o     , and n as 
b. ■ 1/To b? ■•'(l»o)/n - zTz)~- 
(28) 
K, ,[ill£l*.(:.3)2To]"l   K. - o/(l-o)Tc 
n 1 
2lIb1d., p. 703. 
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As a first approximation then 
na 'S(-i) * • a2  S(-»)i2 - 9(u) (2g. 
which has »(<u) representing  the power spectrum with clustering and 
without any correlation between pulses.    By using the fact that 
22 
o >>1, ♦(<!)) for the case of Barkhausen type noise can be written 
oU-nT0)2 
i _  
»(«) - *(-) il-21 w202r2(1.nro):.i >     _      (30) 
Allowing nTo<<l     (low energy magnetizing  frequency) yields   1n 
equation  (30)   for  the second  term on  the right side just 2P 
which  is on  the order of thousands.    The    cutoff  frequency for this 
term  is 
f     -   Tpfl-nT  )     »     oT (31) 
Coo o 
In general, this is much larger than T  , the interval between 
pulses, so that f becomes the cutoff frequency for the whole 
spectrum. 
Using the same apparatus as described for his pulse height analy- 
sis, only in this case channeling the signal to a spectrum analyzer 
and plotter, Saynajakangas was able to measure the power spectrum of 
the Barkhausen noise generated in his sample. His results are shown in 
Figure 10 and in general support the predictions of equation (30). 
22Ibid., p. 704. 
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Two points  should  be made concerning  the curves  presented  by 
Saynajakangas.    First,  the curves display no low frequency maxima, 
.86       zi 
32       m 
. Iu.6       r. 
. 9        n 
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Figure  10.     Power spectra of magnetization discontinuities. 
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Similar curves were obtained by Mazzettl and Montalenti,  but only 
when there was no demagnetizing field in the material under study 
which implies a complete magnetic circuit with no sample boundaries 
extending beyond the applied field. Second, no attempt was made to 
correct the curves for the possible skin effects. The second consid- 
eration may have been dropped due to the relatively shallow reach of 
his transducer. 
Saynajakangas seemed inclined to dismiss the possibility of 
determining grain size by means of the measured power spectrum in 
23 Saynajakangas, op_. cit., p. 33. 
24Mazzetti and Montalenti, op_. c_U., p. 703, 
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favor of using a pulse height analysis technique. However, the 
power spectrum data did provide a verification of the experimental 
procedures he employed. 
C. Frequency Correlation of the Barkhausen Noise Power Spectrum 
One other analysis was performed by Saynajakangas 1n his study 
of Barkhausen noise 1n relation to grain size. To gain some Insight 
Into the optimum magnetizing frequency at which to perform his ex- 
periments, he performed an autocorrelation on the power spectrum by 
means of a Hewlett-Packard autocorrelator model 3721A. A detailed 
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analysis of the autocorrelation is presented in his paper,  which 
included an examination of the magnetizing frequency on the sensi- 
tivity of the measuring process with respect to the grain size. The 
measurements were performed using a magnetization amplitude which 
causes the sample to just enter saturation. As can be seen from 
Figure 11, the sensitivity reaches a definite maximum 1n the vicinity 
of one hertz. 
:>ens ITiv-.TV 
Figure 11. Approximate measurement sensitivity vs, 
magnetizing frequency. 
•ecuer.c 
in he: 
This  is understandable by way of  the following explanation.    Above one 
25saynajakangas, 2£- £j_t. ,  PP.   36-41 
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hertz, the magnetizing field 1s changing so rapidly that all the 
domains do not have the time to respond by reversing their orientation 
to produce a magnetic discontinuity noise. That 1s, each domain has 
associated with 1t a certain Inertia to reversal which must be over- 
come by the applied field. Below one hertz, the magnetic field 1s 
varying so slowly that the domain which has previously expanded to 
volume of the grain Itself In most cases now has the time to divide 
Into many smaller domains which then change orientation with the field 
until the domain growth point 1s again reached. Both the processes 
discussed would reduce the correlation of the noise to the grain size. 
D.  Influence of Skin Effect 
In this section an attempt 1s made to account for spectral 
damping in the power spectrum of Barkhausen noise. The damping con- 
sidered is due to the skin effect. Each domain transition is the 
source of an electromagnetic disturbance.  If a source 1s interior to 
the sample, Its signal will experience a frequency and depth dependent 
damping before it reaches the sensor.  In a thick ferromagnetic 
material, the damping 1s quite important since a 1000 hertz signal 
just 0.41 millimeters from the sensor will experience an attenuation 
of 8.7 dB by the time it reaches the sensor. The figures were calcu- 
lated using the skin depth formula 
c - ;.^TJTJ73V: (32) 
o r 
where a    was  1.9*10    amperes  per volt-meter and y    was  1000.    Figure 
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12 shows the frequency dependence of the skin depth (1/e decay) for 
various permeabll1 ties, u .  In addition to this effect, the fre- 
quency emitted by a source 1s dependent on eddy current damping. As a 
Heirrr 
Figure  12.    Skin depth vs.  frequency.    Plot shows depth 
a source can be located at and still  have 1/e 
of the original   signal  strength reach the sensor. 
domain moves,  it generates  eddy currents which act to  slow the wall's 
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movement. 
The amplitude damping experienced in a good conductor 1s of the 
form, 
M*l3 N exp • -xrauu/2 ; » expi, -x/; ) (33) 
where x  is  the distance from the source,    j  is  the material's conduc- 
tivity, u   is the permeability, J  is  the frequency in radians  per 
York, 1964. 
25S. Chikazumi, Physics of .M*gnetism, Wiley 1 Sons, N ew 
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second, and H    1s the amplitude at x ■ 0. The detected noise would 
then be the sum of the damped output for all the sources 1n the 
sample. Considering just a single dimension for the moment, the 
detected noise would have a power spectrum of 
P( u) a j      5(u)exp(-xrouu)/2) dx . (34) 
$   ( u)   is  the power spectrum of the source undamped by the distance, 
and d  1s  the thickness of  the sample.     In  the case of white noise, 
*   ( a)  would equal  one.     For Barkhausen noise,  the Mazzettl  distribu- 
tion of equation  (30)  can be used.    Hence,  by noting  that *   (  *>)   1n 
equation  (30)   Is approximately constant over the lower frequency 
range     , 
rd , o(l-nr)- N 
P( <-)   -    .   (A*2A|   —— ——    exp(-x/;);   dx     .        (35a; 
1
 o l-  u)2o'   2(l-nT )2.1   - 
O 3 
or 
r<i -d        ;       D(l-nT   )2 ., 
P(u)   = Aexp(-x/c) dx   *   '      2AJ expC-x/:}   dx.   (35b) 
-o -o        'u2D
2T2n-nT   )2»1- 
Equation  (34)   shows  the same exponential  decay term as  a white noise 
source would  plus  an additional   component which  is  related  to the 
clustering  term of   >(-)).    The second  term can be  thought of as  a 
cluster source  for noise which decays with frequency.     In effect, as 
the Barkhausen noise source moves deeper into  the material,   its  power 
^Mazzetti  and Montalenti, oo.  c_U.  o.  704, 
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spectrum approaches that of a white noise source. The approximate 
shape of this curve will be discussed later along with the frequency 
data. 
IV.  EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROCEDURES 
The goal of the experiments conducted by Prof. Eberhardt and the 
author was to test the feasibility of using Barkhausen noise to 
measure the grain size of technical steels 17 millimeters thick. The 
study contained the same basic experiments as performed on thin sheet 
steel and steel rods. This was partly due to their success with 
those types of samples and partly to allow a comparison of the results 
with those of earlier studies. An additional examination was made 
which seems completely new.  It consisted of recording the Instan- 
taneous root-mean-square (RMS) noise generated 1n the samples as a 
function of the applied field. The experiments performed will be 
explained more fully in the following sections. Block diagrams of 
the system used in the study are shown in Figures 13 and 14. . 
A. Technical Steel Samples 
The steel samples from which the data was to be collected were 
provided by Bethlehem Steel Homer Research Laboratories in blocks 
measuring 17mm x 61mm x 61mm.  A summary of their designations and the 
corresponding average grain sizes can be found in Table 1 1n the 
result section. The average grain sizes listed were determined by 
optical microscopy. Sample U2300 was a two phase sample. The exact 
composition of the samples was not released by Bethlehem Steel though 
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all were low carbon steels. None of the samples had been subjected 
to cold working processes which would have modified the surface grain 
structure. Therefore, for these experiments, the grain structure was 
assumed uniform throughout the samples. A certain amount of anlso- 
tropy did exist 1n each sample. All the noise measurements made were 
taken with the sample oriented so that the magnetic field was perpen- 
dicular to the direction of the anlsotropy (I.e. with the field 
direction forming a right angle with the direction of elongation of 
the grains). 
B. Noise Measuring System 
The block diagrams presented 1n Figures 13 and 14 can be divided 
into five main sections: 
1. The magnetizing current generator section. 
2. The transducer section. 
3. The pulse height analyzer section. 
4. The spectrum analyzer section. 
5. The RMS noise measuring section. 
Each section will be covered separately and the results from sections 
three, four and five will be presented after the entire system has 
been reviewed. 
1. Magnetizing Current Generator 
In order to change the magnetic field through the samples, 1t 
was necessary to develop a current driver for the magnet able to 
accept an input voltage. The voltage was the magnetizing signal and 
was from a standard laboratory signal generator. To do this, the 
circuit in Figure 15 was used. 
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By a  simple application of Ampere's circuital   law 
r H.d£ - i (36) 
' L 
1t can be shown  that a  linear change  In the current driving the 
magnet causes a linear change  In  the field  intensity, H.     In order 
for the operational  amplifier 1n Figure  15  to maintain the same 
voltage at the negative terminal  as at the positive terminal,  the 
current through the current sensing resistor must develop a voltage 
across  that element equal   to  the  Input voltage.    Therefore,  a linearly 
varying  input voltage will   force a  linearly varying current through 
the magnetizing coil.    This circuit takes advantage of the opera- 
tional  amplifier's  stability and  fast response to produce a current 
as  linear as the signal   from the generator. 
2.    Magnetic Transducer 
For the purposes of  the experiment,  a readily available electro- 
magnet was used.     The magnet's core contained an air gap  Into which 
the sample was  Inserted and fastened allowing coupling of the entire 
core flux  through  1t.    There remained an air gap of approximately 2mm 
between  the  sample and  the core on one end.    This permitted  insertion 
of the gaussmeter probe used  to  record  the hysteresis  loop.    That the 
core flux was restricted to the sample was verified by measuring the 
field  in the air gap and  the field next to  the sample.    The air gap 
field was a factor of 10    greater than the field next to the sample. 
The second part of the transducer arrangement was the magnetic 
noise pickup.    Consisting of a  single EMM RM6 cup core with 950 turns 
of number 38 wire on the core,  the pickup detected noise generated by 
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the domains and  propagating to  the surface of the material.    At  the 
surface  they were coupled  Into  the cup core ferrlte producing a  flax 
change through the coll.    Hence, a voltage was developed at the coil's 
terminals.    The pickup had a measured  Inductance of 215 millihenries 
and a measured capacitance of 120 picofarads when  1n contact with a 
sample. 
The coupled flux,   ? , can be broken  Into  two parts, 
?-■?.* (37) 
n s 
where the first term on the right side of the equation being due to 
the domain movements. The second term 1s due to the transformer 
effect from the electromagnet to the sensor.  It was discovered that 
the last term produced an unwanted high level voltage at each re- 
versible magnetization point on the hysteresis loop. A suggestion was 
made by Prof. Eberhardt to use two colls In series such that their 
flux components would produce oppositely signed signals. The desired 
signal, being random, remained while the undersired signal ( ? ) 
would be removed. Furthermore, separating the coils by a distance 
greater than that of the sample thickness reduced any possible corre- 
lation between the two noise signals. The magnetically induced noise 
signal was then passed through a M1ll1vac VS-686 hushed D.C. amplifier 
with variable gain and bandwidth. From the VS-686, the signal went 
to an operational amplifier with a fixed gain of 9.2.  Figure 16 
displays the transducer arrangement. 
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Figure 16. Magnetic noise transducer used In the experiments. 
By Inserting the gaussmeter's probe 1n the gap and applying the 
meter's output voltage to the Y input of a plotter and the voltage 
developed across the current sensing resistor to the X Input, B-H 
curves for each experiment were obtained. By differentiating the 
pulse height analyzer control signal and adding it to the X signal, 
the analysis "window" could also be Indicated on the curves. 
3. Pulse Height Analyzer 
After acquiring the desired noise signal, one procedure was to 
pass 1t to the Input of a pulse height analyzer. The unit used 1n 
this experiment was a Nuclear Data MN-1100. Pulse height analysis 
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was one mode of operation of this unit which was primarily Intended 
for recording events such as particle emmlssions from physical pro- 
cesses.  In this mode, the unit would record an Input voltage, 
determine Its height and store the event as one occurance 1n the 
appropriate interval of the x-axIs (pulse height). 
Considerable effort was spent understanding the operation of the 
MN-1100. This was done In order to establish how the analyzer was 
processing the Barkhausen noise. The noise 1s a random time-con- 
tinuous signal, not discrete pulses. Based on its operation, two 
procedures were followed 1n using the analyzer. 
One procedure was to couple the noise to the Input stage of the 
analyzer without modifying that stage. As a result, the noise signal 
had to pass through a capacitor to the next stage. The effect of 
the capacitlve coupling on the signal was to remove any negative 
pulses.  In addition, the capacitor caused the input circuit to 
function as single stage integrator. Low amplitude voltages were 
filtered from the input. Noise analyzed with this type of coupling 
between stages will be shown to produce results very similar to those 
of Saynajakangas. 
The second procedure simply removed the capacitor from the input 
stage thus direct coupling the signal to the rest of the analyzer. 
With this modification, negative voltages could also be recorded. The 
resulting data no longer resembled that previously published. 
Once past the input stage, the signal is presented to an analog- 
to-digital converter.  For this experiment, the noise was thus sampled 
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and  the amplitude of the sample was determined.    The amplitude was 
found using a dual  slope technique.    This means that the greater the 
sample amplitude,  the greater the time needed to perform the deter- 
mination.     For example,  a  large sample amplitude may require a hundred 
time units  to classify,  but a sample with half  the amplitude will   need 
only  fifty time units. 
Obviously,  the analyzer will  produce a distribution not truly 
representative of the signal   If the signal  periodically contains 
large peaks followed by small  ones.    Such periodicity 1s not present 
1n Barlchausen noise.    Some correlation between  the functioning of the 
analyzer and  the recorded noise must still   exist,  but for the purposes 
of the experiment,  this correlation was not taken  Into account. 
After the sample amplitude was determined an event counter 
corresponding to that amplitude was  Incremented.    To output the 
amplitude  information,  the HD-1100 could drive an X-Y plotter produc- 
ing a pulse frequency vs.  pulse amplitude plot. 
A peripheral  circuit to the MD-1100 was  the window generator shown 
in Figure   17.    Basically,  the circuit utilized the signal   from the 
current sensing resistor in the transducer drive circuit to establish 
an "on"   time or "window"  during which the analyzer would  process   Its 
input.    The window was determined by comparing the voltage across  the 
current sensing resistor to two variable thresholds.    When  the voltage 
was between the two threshold levels,  the analyzer was on.    At all 
other times  the analyzer was off. 
An additional   output of the analyzer was a busy signal   indicating 
when the unit was processing a  pulse.    3y attaching this output to a 
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frequency counter an actual count of the number of pulses processed 
could be kept. This number was found to vary between 5-10 and 
2.5'10 depending on the width of the window. 
4. Spectrum Analyzer 
Not possessing an actual spectrum analyzer, an HP 302A wave 
analyzer was substituted with a drive motor added to cause It to sweep 
through the frequency band of Interest (Refer to Figure 14). The 
Input for such a device had to be fairly constant over the measuring 
period. For this reason, an Akai GXC-39/390 audio tape recorder was 
modified so that its record time could be controlled by the window 
circuit. The control was accomplished by Implanting a relay 1n the 
unit which would remove the signal (bias signal as well as audio 
signal) from the input to the tape magnetizing head. When the 
window was present, the relay closed allowing recording on the tape. 
By using an endless loop tape thirty seconds long and by properly 
adjusting the magnetic drive frequency and the window length, a con- 
tinuous record of the generated noise could be obtained. 
The wave analyzer output consisted of a BFO output whose fre- 
quency was the center frequency of the band-pass and an amplitude 
corresponding to the amplitude of the frequency component in the Input 
signal. An X-Y plot of amplitude vs. frequency could thus be made by 
applying the BFO output to a frequency meter (General Radio 1142-A) 
which produced a voltage proportional to the frequency for the plotter 
X input, and the wave analyzer amplitude output was applied to the 
Y input. 
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5.  RMS Noise Analyzer 
To gain some additional Insight Into the data collected, the 
Instantaneous RMS noise amplitude as a function of the position on 
the hysteresis loop was made. To accomplish this, the noise, after 
amplification, was passed through an RC Integrator and then Into an 
RMS voltmeter made by Ballanflne, model 320. Once again the meter 
deflection voltage was used as the X Input to a plotter while the Y 
Input was derived from the current sensing resistor as In the 
recording of the B-H curves. The time constant for integration was 
10 seconds and was selected so as to provide a relatively smooth 
curve. 
V.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The results to be presented here are excerpts from over thirty- 
four recorded tests and numerous- other calibration checks. On a 
test by test basis, the results were fairly consistent, with some of 
the tests providing more distinction between specimens than others due 
to an optimum choice of window position and magnetizing frequency. 
The selection of the magnetizing frequency was restricted to the 
range of 0.01 hertz to 0.4 hertz based on the correlation results of 
Saynajakangas as presented in Figure 11.  In reporting the results of 
the present study, it must be noted that an actual correlation between 
the magnetizing frequency and the sensitivity of the experiment was 
not specifically attempted. For the thick steel samples, 1t was 
observed that the optimum frequency seemed about 0.05 hertz with a 
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rapid deterioration of sensitivity below 0.01 hertz. The large 
magnet used could not be driven faster than 1.5 hertz. 
Most of the tests were made with the samples being magnetized 
to saturation for reasons already discussed. The samples were not 
driven far into saturation as Saynajakangas had noted a decrease 1n 
the pulse amplitudes for heavily saturated materials. 
A. Pulse Amplitude Results 
The pulse amplitude analysis provided two groups of data.  In 
the measurements reported for the first group, the Integrating capaci- 
tor, mentioned in Section III B, was used.  In the second group, an 
actual distribution of the Instantaneous voltages of the unprocessed 
(direct coupled) noise 1s presented. 
Figures 18 and 20 show the distributions obtained with the first 
method while Figures 19 and 21 display the respective hysteresis 
curves for one of the samples during the test. Table 1 gives the 
sample designation, its grain size and summarizes the quantities 
calculated from the curves. The average amplitudes were found using 
a weighted sum technique, 
-  I  v1 c1 y a  
r i c1 (38) 
where v. and c, are discrete pairs of voltage and number of sample 
voltages with that value counted. Note that if each value on a part- 
icular curve is divided by the total number of pulses counted, i.e. 
the area under the curve, the pulse count axis would become a prob- 
ability axis. The curve would then represent the percent voltage 
distribution. 
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N'unber of Counts (10 ) 
3.3 
1.5 u 
:. .T? 
Amplitude in vclts 
jure 13.  '.'oise aspiirude distribution plot.  The curves 
display the noise amplitude distribution f 
sasnle as indicated on the 
r e a en 
e T.agr.etizing 
rrecuencv was -.ertz.  The ar.olifier bar.d- 
widtr. was rrcn aC to -:,112 hertz and the curves 
were recorded using the window of figure 15. 
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Uuober of counts (10 ) 
D.C9 :.S3 
:e :n vo.rs 
» «-* *   . Jt^3L • . » ' C* i   — w >^ ,J • C .* 
r.oise sanples 
13,  only 
he sane conditions prevail as ir. ~ig\^r« 
e window was changed as shewn ir. ~ig\s"* 21. 
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Table 1. Sample information and pulse amplitude data, 
Sample Grain Size Average Peak v x C 3 
(10"6m) 
Volta V Count, do4) v (V CP (K )J) 
Fig. F1g. Fig. F1g. Fig. F1g. 
17 19 17 19 17 19 
U1250 21.7 t 3.9 0.56 0.74 22.67 1.37 1.27 1.01 
8UAR 30.3 ± 11.5 0.50 0.56 28.33 23.33 1.42 1.31 
U1650 34.5 ± 7.5 0.43 0.50 30.67 27.67 1.47 1.44 
U2000 113.  t 16.0 0.47 0.50 32.33 28.67 1.52 1.43 
U2300 212 t  23.6 0.43 0.44 38.00 36.67 1.63 1.61 
A plot of the average voltage versus the grain size Is given 1n 
Figure 22. Both sets of points 1n Figure 22 display the same grain 
related behavior. 
3.31 
v in 
volts 
3 .2' 
3.1' 
"igure 18 
/ r. gure 2Q 
jra:r. si;e tr.icrcseters 
Figure 22. Average Amplitude vs. grain size for the pulse 
height analysis data. 
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Curves obtained by the second approach are shown 1n Figure 23. 
The peak counts for each sample are shown. Whereas the previous set 
of curves had a Polsson distribution shape, the distributions of 
Figure 23 show a gausslan curve. These plots preserve the order with 
respect to grain size of the previous pulse amplitude curves.  It must 
be reported that while the distributions of Figures 18 and 20 re- 
quired only ten to fifteen minutes per curve to record, those of 
Figure 23 required from thirty to forty minutes apiece. The time 
difference is due to the greater range of amplitudes being classified. 
A plot of the peak count versus the grain size was made for the 
three sets of curves (Figure 24) which revealed that the direct 
coupled noise had a smoother monotonlc behavior with respect to Its 
peak amplitudes. The peak amplitudes were characterized by Increasing 
amplitude with increasing grain size. 
For reference purposes, each distribution plot also contains a 
distribution of the circuit generated noise. This established a zero 
reference and was recorded by removing the input magnetic noise signal. 
The curves which showed the zero applied signal conditions of the ex- 
periment required only one to three window times to record.  The re- 
cording time in conjunction with their positioning in relation to the 
rest of the curves further verifies the operation of the analyzer as 
explained. 
In order to be able to compare curves from various specimens, a 
constant number of passes through the hysteresis loop was used in the 
first approach.  In the second approach the number of recorded instan- 
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3.66 
3. 33 
p
        3.00 
(1(T) 
2.66 
2.33 
2.00 
1.66 
1.33 
Direct   coupled 
100 
jrain  size   in  •".lcroraeters 
200 
Figure 24. Peak count vs. grain size for the three pulse 
amplitude distributions discussed 1n the text. 
taneous voltage samples per specimen was kept constant.  In Figure 23, 
this number 1s approximately 1.2*10 . 
B. Frequency Analysis Results 
In general, the frequency analysis results showed an agreement 
with the theoretical predictions of equation (35). By performing the 
integration 1n (35), the following expression is obtained, 
PU) 
od-nlo)2 
A| 1-2 1-e -d-jOu/2 ' 
1 
U*D*~5(1 -nTc (39) ■ l- ■       »uou/: 
Equation (39) indicates that the power spectrum will roll off with an 
increase in frequency. Figure 25 shows a smoothed version of the 
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original   curves while Figure 26 shows  the same curves plotted using a 
log frequency axis.    The behavior of the curves  1n relation to 
equation  (39)  can be seen  1n  the power spectrum plot given  1n Figure 
27.    This  plot contains  the power spectrum of the largest and  the 
smallest grain sized samples  (solid curves).    The dashed curve 1s 
that predicted by equation (39) with the following values used 1n the 
evaluation, 
(T|p)"1   -   1.6  x   10a   , 
(T^d-nTo)2)"1   -   5.0  x   10s   ( 
and   
d/ou  II  «  0.0523 
Amplitude 
Squared 
Lzi  volts   , 
212 
■     1     ■    ■   .   . i ■ i 
.:c 1000 
frequency   ir. hertz 
Figure 27. Power spectrum of recorded Barkhausen noise. 
Dashed curve is calculated using equation (39) 
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The solid curves of the above figure were obtained by squaring the 
amplitudes 1n the spectrum plots. The low frequency deviation from 
the theoretical curve for the U1250 (21 m) curve 1s due to the 
frequency response of the tape recorder. For the high frequency 
deviation, the curves do not match because the Barkhausen noise 
signal was too low 1n amplitude. Thus the tape noise became dominant. 
In the middle frequency range, the theoretical curve matches the 
experimentally determined one. The U2300 (212 m) curve does not match 
the theoretical one as precisely because the equation parameters vary. 
As an alternative to viewing the entire spectrum, the noise 
power at specific frequencies can be examined as in Figure 28. 
3.2U 
Amplitude 
Squared 2.56 
in volts 
1.96 
1.uu 
1.00 
3.6U 
3.35 
3.16 
3 . 3u 
513 H.2 
.320 H: 
160 3 H= 
IOC 2C0 
3ram  size   :n  T.icrc=erers 
Figure 28.    Noise power vs.  grain size at specific frequencies 
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The noise power for specific frequencies 1s seen to vary greatly from 
grain size to grain size and 1s not conslstant from one frequency to 
another. Therefore, when dealing with noise spectra, some averaging 
process will have to be used. The spectral results do not compare as 
favorably 1n terms of a grain size measurement as those obtained from 
the pulse amplitude analysis. 
An attempt at correcting the curves for the spectral damping 
(skin effect) was not made for two reasons. The first was that 
accurate material parameters such as the conductivity, permea- 
bility, j, To and n were not known. The second reason 1s that 
all the samples experienced the same damping effects; hence each 
would be corrected by the same factor. No Improvement 1n either the 
resolution of the curves or the correlation of the measurements to 
grain size would be gained. Rather, 1t is sufficient to emphasize 
that the curves conform closely to the theory for the spectrum of 
Barkhausen noise. 
C RMS Noise Results 
Chronologically, the RMS noise measurements were made last. These 
results, presented in Figure 29, display the RMS noise amplitude as a 
function of the applied magnetic field intensity, H. Those portions 
of the curves over which the pulse amplitude distributions and fre- 
quency analyses were done are characterized by the central peaks 1n 
the curves. The grain sizes are labeled for each noise curve. Over 
the central portion in particular, the curves shew a positive corre- 
lation between the grain size and the amplitude as shown below. The 
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Figure 30. Peak amplitude vs. grain size for the RMS noise 
measurements. 
general shape of the noise curves 1n Figure 29 supports the theorized 
action of magnetic domains In the presence of an applied field. 
Starting with one end of the hysteresis loop and traveling 1n the 
direction Indicated by the arrows, the curve progresses through three 
distinct local maxima the first of which 1s the largest. An insight 
Into this characteristic behavior (similar findings accured 1n all 
measurements of this type) can be gained by recalling the domain 
orientation when the specimen is in saturation. 
Saturation corresponds to the state where all the domains are 
aligned with the field, regardless of the easy direction orientation. 
As the sample leaves saturation, the domains are able to move from 
the high energy state they were in to a much lower one by orienting 
along their closest respective easy directions. Since this movement 
is initiated at a specific energy threshold a few of the most energetic 
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domains would start rotating first. These few domains rotating 
contribute less to the total field 1n the sample to which they had 
previously only been adding their entire magnetization. More domains 
can then rotate and soon large numbers of domains begin shifting. 
The process ends when all the domains have been able to move to an 
easy direction. This post saturation noise appears enhanced by an 
Increasing skin depth as the permeability disappears. Thus noise 
from a larger volume 1s picked up. For the hysteresis curve shown, 
the active volume Increased 3.24 times as compared to the central 
portion. 
The central peaks are due to domain reversals which are recog- 
nizably the Barkhausen noise components. On the end of a half cycle, 
the reverse process to the one which created the Initial peak occurs. 
After all the domains have reversed, they remain inactive on the 
average until a threshold field is again reached. This time when 
one domain is finally forced away from Its easy direction, it adds 
its magnetization intensity to that of the external field causing an 
avalanchlng effect in domain reorientation to the field direction. 
VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions to be drawn from the results reported 1n this 
study must answer two questions. The first Is whether this work 1s In 
agreement with earlier results. The second Is whether the reported 
measurements can be used to determine grain size. 
In the pulse amplitude analysis, there 1s definite agreement 
between the shape of the distributions obtained by Saynajakangas and 
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the results obtained by the use of the capadtlvely coupled analyzer. 
Slight discrepancies In the shapes probably result from the fact that 
Saynajakangas applied several stages of Integration to his noise 
signal which eliminated more of the low level noise than was removed 
1n this study. The distributions of Figures 18 and 20 do follow the 
Polsson form of equation (18). 
As to whether the Integrating measurement, which gives distri- 
butions of the Polsson form, 1s to be preferred over the nonlnte- 
gratlng one, which gives gausslan distributions, 1s not clear. To 
be sure, the gausslan distributions display more realistically the 
actual voltage distributions observed 1f one were to view the noise 
by means of an oscilloscope. Both types of curves seem to offer the 
same amount of grain size Information. To the researcher, the more 
fundamentally sound gausslan distributions are to be preferred, while 
In a practical grain size measuring system, the Polsson forms are 
perhaps more advantageous due to their shorter accumulation time. 
When comparing the grain size versus distribution data such as 
the average amplitude, the correlations found 1n this study are not 1n 
agreement with those found by Saynajakangas. He found that the average 
voltage, v, increased with the grain size. In the present work with 
thick steels, the average voltage decreased with grain size. Also, 
the peak count for thick steels increased with grain size, but 
Saynajakangas reported a decrease 1n this value. 
One explanation for the discrepancy is that the active volume 1n 
Saynajakangas' work was relatively constant. Thus as Increase 1n 
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grain size reduced the number of noise sources which effect increases 
v. In this study, the depth of measurement was limited only by the 
skin effect. The first conjecture 1s certainly true concerning 
Saynajakangas' work.  If the second process were the only functioning 
mechanism 1n these experiments, each sample distribution would simply 
be a scaled version of the distributions for the other samples. For 
this reason, another explanation 1s considered. 
Among the parameters upon which the noise 1s dependent 1s the 
average number of elementary noise pulses, n (refer to equations (35) 
or (39)). The direct role of n was not clearly Indicated when 
discussing the frequency results. Usually, n 1s assumed to be such 
that nr0<<; 1. For Saynajakangas, n seems to have been a decreasing 
quantity as grain size Increased and not negligible.  In these ex- 
periments, n seems to have been an Increasing function of the grain 
size. The mechanism behind the change in n is not clear. Probably, 
the composition of the material is involved. 
The proposal that n is Increasing with grain size 1s supported 
by many of the characteristics of the recorded data. The frequency 
analysis showed this by a shift in its cutoff frequency with changing 
grain size. As the grain size increased, the cutoff frequency de- 
creased. Examining the expression for the cutoff frequency given 1n 
equation (32), an increase In n, such that the product of n and T° 
is not negligible, leads to a decrease in the cutoff frequency. 
The increase in the average number of elementary pulses can be 
supported from another viewpoint.  In the noise theory, n character- 
izes the actual domain size. For the materials under study, an 
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Increasing value would signal   the approach to a critical  dB/dH along 
the hysteresis curve.    In this region the field 1s no longer changing 
direction fast enough In order to maintain one grain as an Integral 
domain;  hence the grains are dividing Into smaller domains. 
For the large grained samples,  the magnetic mlcrostructure 
divides  into many domains per grain after leaving saturation.    Little 
distinction between the characteristics of large grain sized ste«ls 
results.    There remains only the weak relation between grain size 
28 and domain width      for the large grain samples.    This 1s a linear 
relationship.  It shows an increase In domain width with an Increase 
1n grain size. 
Finally, support for an Increasing n, or In other words a 
division of the Integral grain-sized domains Into smaller ones, can 
be taken from the Instantaneous noise measurements. Both the largest 
grain size sample and the smallest display roughly the same amount of 
noise when leaving saturation. This Indicates that rather than 
changing to a single easy direction when leaving saturation, the 
large grain experiences a rotation to several easy directions. 
Furthermore, the number of subdomalns must be approximately equal to 
the number of grain-sized domains  in the small  grained sample as their 
amplitudes are about equal. 
^Saynajakangas, 0£.  dt.,  p.   13. 
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The conclusions that can be drawn from this study nay be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Of the three experiments considered, the pulse height 
analysis showed the best correlation to grain size 
In thick steels. Next In sensitivity was the RMS 
noise measurement. 
2. For the range of magnetizing frequencies and field 
Intensities used, the samples with grain sizes below 
35 urn showed a strong correlation between the noise 
characteristics and the grain size. 
3. For samples with grain sizes above some value not 
determined 1n this experiment, the correlation 
between Barkhausen noise characteristics and the 
grain size becomes a function of the Intermediate 
result of domain size versus grain size. Above this 
value the procedure falls. 
4. The result of all three tests appear self conslstant 
and explicable In terms of domain theory and the 
characterization of Barkhausen noise. 
As a preliminary study, these results appear highly encouraging. 
They suggest that further refinement of the use of magnetically 
generated noise to determine grain size in thick steels will yield 
positive results in terms of instrumentation as well as basic research. 
VII.  RECONWENDATIONS 
Based on the results presented in this paper, further research 
into the characteristics of Barkhausen noise in thick steels is 
suggested. Such research should center on the correlation of pulse 
amplitude analysis to the grain size. The development of the RMS 
noise measurement as a means of checking the sensitivity of the ex- 
periment to the magnetizing frequency and applied field Intensity 
should be done. Furthermore, this sensitivity should be determined 
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first and the Information gained be used in choosing the test para- 
meters for the remaining experiments.  In addition, the sample set 
should be expanded to cover the range of grain sizes between 30 urn 
and 100 um and various chemical compositions. 
Initially, the transducer was to consist of several circularly 
arranged pole pieces to produce the externally applied magnetic field 
with a cup core sensor In the center. This method 1s extremely 
attractive 1n that 1t would allow the generation of a continuous 
noise. Each pair of poles would be energized so as to produce a ro- 
tating field similar to that 1n an A.C. motor.  It holds the disad- 
vantage of having to produce a field on the order of several hundred 
amp-turns per meter. Due to the convenience of a constant noise 
source in the measuring process; however, the development of such a 
transducer may well be worth the effort. The frequency analysis 1n 
particular would benefit greatly. This would eliminate the need for 
the exact timing requirements found necessary in these experiments. 
Research using this approach would have to be attentive to the mag- 
netization process in the sample, specifically the role of the easy 
directions. 
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